FACT SHEET

Improve Human Capital Management
Productivity in the Cloud
Our Platform and Google Cloud
Our human capital management (HCM) platform has joined forces with Google, combining the power of Google’s
cloud-based productivity suite, G Suite, with our cloud-based HCM solution. This innovative software integration
will help our customers manage their workforce with familiar, intuitive Google productivity tools that make
it easier for workers to create, communicate, and collaborate. Through this cutting-edge integration, we
now have one more way to help organizations boost productivity, increase employee engagement, and
improve workplace efficiency.
Our customers who use G Suite will be able to seamlessly integrate tools their employees
use every day — such as Gmail, Drive, Sheets, Forms, Sites, and Calendar — with our HCM
platform. Mobile, collaboration, data collection, storage, and reporting capabilities will be
enhanced by access to the all-in-one Google Cloud that lets you get work done from anywhere
on any device.
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Employee work schedules
created on our HCM
platform are automatically
and instantly synced to
employees’ individual Google
calendars. Team members
aren’t forced to wait until the
schedule is physically posted
to see assigned shifts. Lastminute changes are rapidly
communicated, minimizing
confusion.

HR reports, timesheet data,
payroll information, and other
human capital management
documents from our HCM
platform can be safely and
securely saved to Drive,
enabling easy sharing of key
data anywhere, at any time,
with the stakeholders who need
it. Key reports are externally
backed up for increased peace
of mind.

To save time, spreadsheets are
seamlessly shared between
our HCM platform and Sheets
without the need to convert
file formats. Employees can
collaborate faster, avoid legacy
formats, and easily view data
from any device, on their own
schedule.

Use Forms to easily capture
data updates from employees
and import that data directly
into our HCM platform.
Employees can access forms
directly from an email or text
link, and quickly complete
needed updates on their
mobile device or a desktop.

Enhance recruiting and
hiring by letting applicants
calculate potential commute
times from their home to the
job location. List job openings
with organization-specific
information on Map pins and
identify geographic talent
pools to hire more efficiently
and effectively. Also, plot
employee punches on a map
to monitor mobile workers for
potential abuse.

Bringing a Consumer Focus to Business Technology
Our customers and Google Cloud customers will benefit from the integration of both platforms with improved HR, recruiting, talent
management, compliance, and workforce management processes. Organizations will be able to better engage their entire workforce —
from office employees to remote workers — through familiar G Suite apps and mobile devices. Both platforms are committed to continuing
to develop integrated features, and encourage customers to submit innovative ideas across the entire G Suite.

